New Vice President of Operations Named

Crackbaby
News Editor

Babson College has finally been blessed with a Vice President that holds ample experience to run the school. Last Wednesday President Glavin surprised the community with his appointment of Johnny Fever as the college's new Vice President of Operations.

Johnny Fever, otherwise known for his exquisite performance in Trin dining hall, comes to Babson with a basket of experience. Let's begin with his education. "The Man who Sticks his head out from where we bus our trays," received his B.S. from Yale University. He served on the University's student government as the Vice President of Finance that Johnny will be an incredible asset to the college. With so much experience with the Vu operation, Babson should be proud and excited to witness the power of Johnny Fever.

Johnny Fever follows the footsteps of many past Vice Presidents. What will make him different from the rest? Johnny has already proposed many new ideas and concepts. Among the new ideas is Johnny's plan to incorporate a new fashion awareness course which will be added to the core curriculum. Johnny himself will help coordinate the syllabus for this course.

Johnny Fever's term will begin next September. When asked what were his future ambitions for Babson College, Johnny stated, "I want to make this place much more amicable. We need to have fun! Oh... and I want Glavin's big office in Horn.

"Babson? Oh Yeea. I tink I can help those people up in those offices out. I got real good experience."

President Jim "Brooklyn" Francis Caught in the Act

By Woodrow Mousecock
Staff Writer

Newly elected Student Government Association President James "Brooklyn" Francis was understandably ecstatic during the past few weeks due to his victory in the SGA elections. Since he took office Francis has learned much about campus politics. "For one, I learned that you can't get an appointment with President Glavin just because you are the SGA President. I also learned that you still have to be twenty one to drink at the pub," shamed Francis in an interview last weekend.

What Jim "Queens" Francis also learned, is that along with becoming a public figure on campus, comes the ever present paparazzi, there to capture his every move for the benefit of future generations who will never have the chance to meet the great man they read about in their textbooks. That is why it is so surprising that Mr. Francis allowed himself to be photographed in such a precarious position.

Just hours after the election, as Jim "Staten Island" Francis was whooping it up amidst a small group of close friends, the historic picture was taken. Junior Anthony Chiasson organized a party and hired a photographer, Larry Ganti of the on campus business Negative Feedback, to capture the event on film. As an unidentified party guest yelled "Banzai!" from his position under a miniskirt clad mule (don't ask us what it was doing there), Mr. Francis vaulted out of the coffee table, dressed in only his skivvies, and showing off his newly unboxed bed. While in midair, Ganti sped into position and captured Francis on film in mid leap, securing a photograph that will surely rock the Babson community.

Disclaimer

This is a Parody. As a result, the reader agrees to indemnify and hold harmless The Babson Free Press. The material in this newspaper is not to be viewed by individuals bound by sensitivity or by politically correctness. Lighten up, life's too short. Anyone who feels that they might be offended by viewing sensational reporting should stop here at this disclaimer. Some material is not suitable for young children.
Tom Vu Joins The Free Press

By Ron Popell
Staff Financial Expert

The Babson Free Press has hired business manager Bill Theoflou, citing "gross mishandling of appropriation of classification of the monetary base." Replacing him as financial advisor will be the world-renowned Tom Vu, Editor-in-Chief Mark Underwood says the addition of Vu is "big. He turned around the whole financial future of San Quentin during his stay there."

Vu, famous for his financial dealings in real estate, claims he can "make Free Press get million dollar. All editors will have beautiful women, Rolls Royce, make much money."

Vu will be bringing his seventeen brothers and sisters to Babson from Vietnam, to become writers and copy editors. They were attracted by the exorbitant Free Press salaries. When questioned about his alleged illegal dealings of five years ago, Vu responded, "Don't live in past. Look to future, and you can make million dollar."

Vu was attracted to Babson by longtime friend and Babson dishwasher Johnny Veebo. Veebo became a close associate of Vu, after Veebo attended his first Tom Vu seminar at the Cambridge Hyatt Regency Hotel. Vu exclaimed, "Johnny come to many seminar. He listen a lot. He can make money. I tell him, 'Don't give up,' and he listen. You see, he now a big success."

Theoflou, now jealously, is considering returning to his position on the alcohol advisory board. "I will advise everyone that alcohol, like a mind, is a terrible thing to waste."

BISO Trustee linked with NYC's World Trade Center Bombing

By Crack Baby
Staff Taxi Driver

Last year the Free Press reported Ahmad Aslan to be an additional suspect in connection with the bombing of the World Trade Center. In the passing time, it has been found that M. Vikram Modugra Reddy-Lyanna, a current sophomore at Babson College, has also been indicted. M. Vikram Moduguroo Reddy-Lyanna was arrested early yesterday morning by the FBI. According to witnesses, M. Modugroo...oh forget it! MR. VK is in his room in Van Winkle Hall when the FBI burst into his first floor room in the Tower. "I knew that his name sounded kinds weird. It's way too long, his name I mean. He has to be a terrorist," stated a student who lives four rooms down. Babson will not be brought into the investigation. BISO, the Babson International Social Orgy, on the other hand has been under investigation by the Department of Immigration. It has been said that BISO has been using their funds to import illegal aliens after a ship of Asians ran aground in the Boston Harbor. In addition, they have been accused of engaging in gun-running, illegal gambling, prostitution, racketeering, and other anti-social activities.

After questioning, it was revealed to Vic that the Friday Night BISO breaks were actually sting operations. It was alleged that the boot, white imported under the strictest BISO regulations, was still topped with special listening devices. It was claimed that this was the source of Vic's current dilemmas.

Mr. Reddy-Lyanna may face up to 80 years in prison to make money the BISO Trustees have asked for a plea bargain. Terms of the agreement have included: shortening of his name, manual labor, restrictions from clubs, and the hardest: prohibiting of buying any sort of BMW. Mr. Vik can be quoted saying "Please, I can't drive anything else but a BMW. Can you guys give me a break? I beg of you...please?"

An injunction or possible trial date have been set for the weekend of April 16th. It is rumored he will be deported back to Tibet, Bhutan, India, or wherever he's from.

By Woodrow Mouscuck
Compiled From The AP Wire

Toddler Accidentally Shoots Dad In Thigh
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP)
A 2-year-old boy shot his father in the thigh with a gun the man had left in his duffel bag in the living room, police said. Jerry Allen Wilson, 27, was listed in fair condition in a hospital yesterday.

Woman Killed When Hair Spray Ignites
VICHITA, Kan. (AP)
A woman burned to death apparently after igniting her hair spray while trying to light a cigarette, authorities said. The body of the woman, whose name was not released, was found in her apartment Thursday, said fire investigator Roy Mauck.

It appeared she had sprayed her hair and then bent over to light her cigarette, Mauck said. Mauck Conned In Lottery Scam Kills Himself
HIALEAH, Fla. (AP)
A distraught man drove his car into a canal and drowned himself after learning con men had cheated him out of his $7,000 life savings with a phony lottery ticket. Part

Dudley Manor Burns Himself to Death
SOUTHBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)
Police continued looking into the death of a Dudley man, who investigators say set himself ablaze on a downtown street.

Flames engulfed Alan Siegenga, 48, of nearby Dudley, who had doused himself with a flammable liquid and set himself ablaze shortly before 5:00 p.m. Saturday, police said. Siegenga was pronounced dead at Harrington Memorial Hospital. Yesterday, police still were uncertain why Siegenga took the action.

Toddler Shot at Zoo During Gang Shootout
DENVER (AP)
A 1-year-old boy watching polar bears at the Denver Zoo was grazed in the head by a bullet apparently fired during a gang shoot-out nearby, police said. The youngster, whose identity was not released, was in serious condition at Denver General Hospital. Nurses said the bullet did not penetrate his skull.

Teen Dies When Car Falls on His Body
BOSTON (AP)
A 17-year-old boy from Revere was killed while working on his Camaro yesterday, police said.

Neighbors say that his 3-year-old brother was riding his Big Wheel in the driveway when he apparently lost control and slid into the car jack. Vincent Vamborelli was pronounced dead on arrival at Harvard Community Health Center.

Seven Officers Hurt at Providence
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
Seven police officers who tried to break up a satanic party near the Rhode Island School of Design campus were injured when they were attacked with rocks and bottles, police said.

Police chief Bernard Gannon said the crowd, most believed to be college students, were drinking and performing satanic-like rituals, Gannon said. "They were beating drums in rhythm," Gannon said.

Police arrested eight students and charged them with disorderly conduct, assault, and resisting arrest. Gannon said four patrolmen and three surgeons were injured trying to quell the disturbance. These are actual events that were reported by the associated press. This is not a joke!
President Glavin Conquers the Globe

By Jake Szufnarowski
Opinions Editor

Once again this year, the President embarked on his annual climb to the top of the globe to signify Babson's rise to the top of the world of business education. Ever since Glavin took over as President, he had promised the students that when U.S. News and World Report ranked Babson number one, he would scale the mighty replica of the planet. When asked how Glavin felt after the last trip, he said, "Well, you know, each year it gets easier and easier. As you may have noticed, I just don't seem growing. I measured myself at eight feet six inches before this climb, so if we can hold on to our number one rating for a few more years, I'll be able to step right to the top."

To prepare for this year's climb, Glavin spent the last three weeks in intensive workouts at the PepsiCo Pavilion and eating a special low fat diet in Trim prepared by Larry. When Larry was asked what the diet consisted of, he responded, "Basically, I warned him to stay away from the Wild Pizza bar. I put him up with the no fat hot dogs, and slid him a few forty ounces of Olde English. That doesn't have any fat in it, you know." Larry added proudly as he dipped beneath the counter to take a swig of his own bottle.

For those interested in accompanying Glavin on his next trip to the North Pole, he will be holding a training session on the third floor of the library. But be warned, the climb is not for everyone. Glavin remarked, "It's kind of our own version of American Gladiators. Next year I think we'll have Paula..."

Babson, Mass. Debating Team Comes In First

By Sy Sperling
Staff Hair Expert

The Babson, Mass. Debating Team has done it again, ramming its way to the top of the standings for area schools. Facing some very stiff competition, the members of the team had one of their best outings in the Mass. Debating Competition, held on Washington Street in Boston this past Saturday.

The team was short-handed this week, as captain Andre Bambang was forced to sit out the competition due to elbow growing. In his place, the team had to erect a temporary captain to lead our Mass. Debaters.

New team captain Karan Khemka said he had new ideas for training the team. Mark prefers the hands-on approach when it comes to training the Mass. Debaters.

In competition against MIT, the team pulled out all its stops, and came on strong when the question about condoms in schools was posed. Babson raised the point of trying to promote safe sex, and appeared to feel strongly on the issue. MIT appeared as if they did not want to debate the topic, and just wanted to wash their hands on the whole matter with our Mass. Debaters.

Kamisha Koucarachi: Famed Ornithologist

By Woodrow Mouscock

This week, we have a very special birthday, one that deserves recognition not only by the Babson community, but by carpet owners worldwide. Kamisha Koucarachi, the famed ornithologist of Mexican and Korean descent, is celebrating her fiftieth birthday at her home in Albany. For those of you who may not know, ornithology is the study of living carpet fibers.

Kamisha made her startling discovery in 1986, while working for Dupont's carpet division. Kamisha invented a way to produce carpets made out of strands that are actually single celled simple organisms. The new discovery was put to use by Dupont in their Stainmaster carpets. The way they work is, the living carpet fibers are constantly shedding what we would call their skin, which is actually their outer cell wall.

When one vacuums the carpet, the shedded skin, which is actually what was stained, will be picked up, leaving the new, bright fibers underneath. So the next time you spill grape juice on your Stainmaster carpet, remember to thank Kamisha Koucarachi.

Student Business of the Year: Lorraine's Castrations and Pizza Delivery

By Long Cut Dong
Staff See Do

This year the Babson Entrepreneurial Exchange has named Lorraine's Castrations and Pizza Delivery service as the Student Business of the Year. When asked what contributes to the success of Lorraine's, Phil Micup, the owner and head castrator, replies "The men at Babson see no need to have a penis because the girls here are so ugly. Also, we charge by the inch, which makes us a quantity oriented business rather than volume based, that is we get many small jobs (and believe me when I say small) rather than larger ones. We've also just entered the transplant market. Pretty soon the guys on this campus who still have a penis, can REALLY have a penis!"

This month, Lorraine's is running a special, get a free sausage pizza with every castration of 3° or more. The motto at Lorraine's is "If you've got the beef, we've got the cleaver." They can be reached at any time at X69669, ask for Phil Micup.

Put it on My Trim Card

By Kareem Owvreet
Staff Idiot

Starting Fall Semester 1994 Babson students will be able to use their meal cards at several places in the Wellesley area...Students who do not feel like eating at Trim will not have to waste the meal they have paid for. The system will work much the way a transfer at the exchange does. A $5.25 credit will be given per meal at a host of restaurants in the area such as Boston Chicken, McDonalds, and Dominos. At the last trim symposium, everyone thought it was great, one person presented said, "This is a business school and one of the key things taught is the benefits of competition. Trim has many characteristics of a monopoly and competition will help to make it more efficient".

Layout Note: I farted, oops.

The Babson Free Press
Chapter 1

By Vikram Reddy-Lynnah
Business Watcher

The Business Section is already a week old and hopefully will live to grow. Being an editor is a dangerous occupation with disgruntled writers threatening to take out a contract on you anytime their articles are not included, which wasn't last week due to a technical miscommunication. The parody issue comes at a time when it is most welcomed as there's not much to write when the Dow Jones Industrial Average falls 63.33 points or when the price of crude oil is at a ten year low.

In response to that, the Babson Free Press Editorial Board ordered me to investigate how members of the Babson community were reacting to it. A reporter at large for the Free Press decided to do a survey of the ten best places to jump off at Babson. His conclusions were not very welcome: there are really no places to end your life from. At the most one could expect a broken bone or so and the globe is a tough one to climb onto in the first place.

Those who purchased stocks recommended in last week's Stock Watch section may have by now contacted their lawyers in intent to sue the Free Press for giving information that has proven detrimental to their financial well-being. They are now advised to not do so for the Free Press has hired Colonel Roger's Takeout Service to cope with such situations.

These time are hard for budding merchant adventurers. For those who are studying the industry, be advised there is no market for Mace or similar sprays in the Dominican Republic with its low crime rate.

Ernie's Concert

By Mr. Vatsyayana Indo
BISO Correspondent

One of the better organizations on campus, BISO, is expanding its range of operations to accommodate the diversity of its members and their tastes. To those who expect BISO events to be mere luxurious odysseys to decadence and debauchery amidst champagne and cigarettes will be surprised and perhaps pleased to hear that BISO will present its underground BISO Alternative Night on Thursday, April 7, 1994, at Paradise Rock Club, (M-40 to those who need to know) on 967 Commonwealth Ave. The night will be set to music by The Bogmen, with Billy Campion on vocals, Brendan Ryan on keyboards, Will Ryan on guitar, Mark Wike on bass, P.J. O'Connor on percussion and Clive Tucker on drums. The band has been playing the Northeast college and club circuit and has already developed a loyal following in NYC, having played at The Ritz, Lio's Den, Lime-light, etc. Their sound could be described as a hybrid between 1980's post punk mixed with folkys psychedelia.

The concert will start at 10:00 p.m. and the doors will open by 9:00 p.m. Ticket's are being sold at $7.50 and everyone is urged to experience the flavored music.

Student-run Businesses

By Miss Lawrence Olbap
Flying Person

Sabor Aviation, a student-run business founded by graduate students Boris Strut and Rusty Sump, and Marc Ramus will be receiving the $1,000 prize for the most outstanding student-run business on campus. Founded two years ago, the three founders had met as fellow members of Babson Flying Club. As you know, the underlying purpose of the Babson Flying Club is to encourage an interest in the field of aviation, to discuss and study flying techniques, and to further understand the role of aviation in the world today and to create an interest in its business potential.

The above students decided to explore the business potential of their flying skills and have now created a lucrative niche for themselves. Their motto, "anything, anywhere, faster and higher, no questions asked," speaks for their unique business. For a price, Sabor Aviation will fly you, someone, or something anywhere in the world. Recently, on a surprisingly clear day, a Sabor Aviation aircraft landed on the Upper Athletic Field and loaded on two suitcases believed to contain over $3 million. Evidently the money has been allocated towards entertainment expenses for the Babson College Board of Trustees. The flight of the aircraft was to Panama, a tax haven.

The founders of Sabor Aviation have registered their business as an on-campus business and hence pay no taxes. Financial data on the business is still secret but Sabor Aviation has recently been approached by salesmen from Raytheon with regard to the Hawker 800 jet. A small portion of Sabor Aviation's sales comes from students who like to take a jaunt across the border no questions asked. Another niche catered to by Sabor Aviation is the importation of foreign students in the Greater Boston area who do not possess the requisite INS documents.

Babson Free Press takes pleasure in wishing Sabor Aviation many happy landings.

Colonel Roger's Takeout Service

By Elle S. Dee
Silly Person

During Family Weekend, (April 8 through April 10), undergraduates will present the Sabor Club's annual event by giving their business plans for the Philip Charm Prize Competition. Unidentified sources claim that the judges and Center for Entrepreneurial Studies have already made their decision and intend to award the prize to seniors Pablo H., Earnest Olling, Motz Harney, Attilla Young, and Mark Fore for their unique and dynamic business plan.

Though their business plan has been well researched and eloquently written, the team will take the honors due to their successful implementation of the business plan. Didn't you hear, after whom the business is named after, proclaim that "Experience has taught me that there is one chief reason why some succeed and others fail. The difference is not of knowing, but of doing. The
dues. Despite the fact that their's is a small market, CEO Mark Fore said in an interview that their venture is primarily concerned with low volume but high value contracts. "We only accept contract worth a million dollars or more," he said very matter-of-factly. Their initial investment was used towards buying their arcane equipment, the most sophisticated available today, including silenced piston and submachine guns, long-range crossbows, 50 caliber cannon, surveillance equipment and other arms and armor. The company, a subchapter S corporation, has already secured contracts in South-East Asia, Latin America and in the local New England area and the management intends to expand to other emerging markets.

The Bahson Free Press
Photo Essay

Wassup?

Bill Theofiliou: Money Loser

Eric Walgreen: Butthead

Larry Ganti: Out of the Closet

Ewan McCulloch: Euro Lady’s Man

Mark Undyweed: No the other one

Claire & Kim: Experts on the bumps

“T’m constipated”

Uh.... Penis, that’s cool!!!

Crackbaby meets Crackpot

Its getting real HOT in here!!!

Sophie and I are friends???

Smooch!! We all love Ya!! (Especially Larry)
Being a Babson Student

By Brian Bentley
Staff Writer

All we ever hear about from Bentley is how much of a better school they are. In fact, we just got a letter last week from them saying that the new U.S. News and World Report will rank them number one this year. Obviously, they are a group of disillusioned shift workers whose Bentley only because they did not get into Babson. But they have no idea what being a student here is all about.

Being a Babson student is not simply being enrolled at the school. Babson students are all multi-talented individuals working to improve the world through a common goal of upgrading the business standards of the globe. At some schools, being involved in a club is cool. At Babson, it is socially mandatory. I mean, you are just not considered hip if you don’t spend at least eight hours a week volunteering at the Pine Street Inn. Besides that, there are the many field trips that students take to enrich their understanding of other cultures. There are that large group of students who can be found hanging out at the Museum of Fine Arts almost every weekend, all thinking they are the newest exhibit.

My point is, for those of you who are not lost, is that Babson not only provides a top rate business education, but it provides students with more cultural opportunities than any other school on the face of this planet with the exception of maybe Mass Bay Community College. So if you are ever feeling down, and are doing a thing for something to do, head over to Hollister and pick up a pair of free passes to the Aquarium. No never do they ever know what you can learn from the sea. Some school of tropical fish.

Bimbos: A Growing Problem at Babson

By Rosie Palm
Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered just what it takes to be a Bimbo? Did you ever want to be able to just throw on a pair of four-inch heels and be the hit of the party? Do you wish you knew the secret to big hair? Aspiring to the Bimbo Persona is fast becoming the obsession of the Babson campus. How does one sport a Bimbo? Well, first and foremost is the physical image. Fortunately a Bimbo can be any weight whatsoever, because no matter if she was 95 lbs or 400 lbs, she is convinced she is seriously obese. Height is a major factor. If she is taller than 5’2”, forget it, she will always be one of those “big girls” that all the guys point and laugh at in Trim.

One of the most important things a Bimbo owns is an institutional size can of Aquaphelum hairspray, also known as liquid cement needed to get her hair up to Bimbo height. After blow drying her hair (upside down, of course), and shaking her head around, then bends back over as if touching her toes, the roommate sprays it as the Bimbo teases it till it’s mad. A Bimbo always wears as much makeup as possible (so when she walks home the next day she doesn’t look so bad). Underwear is also a big issue. A Bimbo never wears any, they just get in the way. Bras are also optional; the only reason a Bimbo wears one is to stuff it. It is well known that Bimbos travel in packs. Studies have shown that there are several reasons for this.

Bimbos need someone to talk about behind the other Bimbo’s back, someone to go to the bathroom with at all times, and someone to go to a TKE party with.

After the pack has been established, it is important to recognize Bimbo etiquette. First, when in public Bimbos all have to talk turn telling each other how cute each other’s outfits are (remember the Bimbo receiving the compliment must dismiss it and say “shuddup, I look like HELL,” and how “wicked nice” their hair looks. Secondly, when the pack is at a TKE party, The Pub, or wherever Bimbos hang out, Knight, every Bimbo lets out a shrill when “Whoomp There it is” comes on and immediately start dancing. Of course, the Bimbo is outfitted in complete Club MTV attire (their favorite show besides “90210”) and often dances around as though auditioning for a guest spot. Thirdly, when Bimbos are out for a night of D & S (Drinking and Scoping) they drink “Beer-ahs” and scoops “Bee-utiful Babes”. The more Bimbos a Bimbo drinks and remainder of the better. When trying to scoop a Dude or Babe, Bimbos always start by accidentally bumping into him, which seems to have become a full contact sport at Knight. This is not very difficult, considering the slip and slide heel factor increases by 20% after every beer, it becomes second nature to fall over every guy within a 10 foot radius. It seems Bimbos (and you know who you are) have been flocking to Babson. However, it could be the doing of the Babson male population. Tell us guys, are you bussing them in from the nursing school down the road as part of yet another desperate attempt to get some secones.

As the editorial and opinions were finished a beaver let out a sigh, of joy.
World Peace for Sale: Will kill all hippies to get it. Woodstock here we come. (Vermont). Ding hits and pipes, along with other miscellaneous items, will be rewarded. xRITA

Selling Mall Rats: We got them, you want them. Bleach blondes, skimpy clothes, and the intelligence of a shoelace. (201) MAL-CHRK

Small little girls who own Barbie Dolls. Will pay $100 for each doll. Extra bonus of $1.22 for each Ken Doll that accompanies Barbie. Call 235-5090

Computer Geek wanted for cyber-sex. Great with the keyboard, and even better with the mouse. All interested call ACE at (617) 329-5090.

Editors wanted for the Babson Free Press. Must have experience with egotistical bastards. No real experience wanted or needed. Must be able to take a verbal beating from the Business Manager. Great pay. May be able to make up to $0.18 an hour after raises and before taxes. Call X4229 for details.

Rich People! The Babson Free Press needs cash. Will take any donations. Six figures greatly appreciated. Come on we are desperate! Even the Babsonian looks better right now. Now that is sad.

Send donations to box 140.

Eddy's BIG CARS. The only rental car service that is dumb enough to rent to minors. Prestige rentals. Dodge Aries and Plymouth Reliants. Call (617) BIG CARS, (617) BIG BEEP for cheaper, or (617) BIG DEAL for cellular. I like little girls with tight dresses.

Love Mounds

"Sexy" Connecticut male with beer belly seeks large breasted female for dirty sex with no commitment. Call Matt at x5029.

Triple Love

Two sex crazed roommates seeks male to bring them to a new sexual peak. Well hung males preferred. Call Nikki and Jill at x623.

Leather Lust

Stunning female searching for uninhibited male/female partner for leather fun. You too can join my pussy cat and I in our fun filled nights. Call Claire at 235-8610.

Dominatrix

Large dominatrix female seeks submissive male for punishment. You shall obey my every command while I whip your buttocks. Call x5067.

Guys Spanked

Loving, father figure seeks naughty boys to spank over my knee in a shirt and socks. Call Mark at 449-6066.

Girls for Sale

Need to pay off student loans. Will sell two virgin French Egyptian sisters (18 and 24) for two camels. They will be your own sex slaves. Call Samy at x5289.

Republican Gay Club

Bodies wanted for sexual lust this weekend in convention center. Elephants will be provided free of charge. Peanuts for those with smaller taste buds.

Surprised Student

Surprised Babson student seeks male sheep for frisky fun, preferably on the edge of a cliff with juicy wellington boots. I need someone gentle to teach me the true path to love. Call Larry at x4058.

Frontal Block

In dire need of help, homosexual virgin seeks sensible male for introduction into my true side. I am used to bottle head so I can take you all the way. Call Andre at X5096.

Eaton Court fun

We need willing and lustful bodies for hot steamy sex sessions in the privacy of our home. All tastes catered for. & S&M, Anal, Uniforms and animals our specialty. No photos please. Call Kim, Melissa, Taka, Claire, Monica, or Kyung at 225-2653.

Greene's Geisha Girl

Two fat bastards seeking diminutive geisha girl for unmentionable sexual acts. Must be cheap. Call Crackbaby at x5793.

How To Advice for Animal Lovers.

Many of us love animals. Many of us love animals. Therefore, in an effort to prevent unnecessary abuse to animals, this reporter has ventured to the mountains of Vermont to ask a true lover of animals the best way to treat them.

Free Press: Is it better to make love with a male or female sheep?

Jim-Bob: Well then I find is best stopped by wearing duck boots — put sheeps back two legs in them you see, and it can not run away no more.

Well there you are folks, the animal lovers guide to bestiality. No excuse for any animal abuse now! Next week an in depth study of the animal lovers guide to ducks.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
For one thing, forget about the test, you won’t be around for it. You’ve just had a brain hemorrhage and according to Dr. Karl Laurersson, they’re killing millions in Norway. "We are now discovering that many cases diagnosed as brain hemorrhages, tumors, and aneurysms are actually brain hemorrhages," said the doc. "They are caused when the membrane covering the brain gives way, lodging into the eye or ear cavities. It’s like a brain blowout. The pressure from tension, anxiety and stress is so great that this membrane around the brain called the "meninges" is weakened and then, during a period of high stress, the membrane stretches out the brain tissues bulges out causing terrible pain, disability and death. Unlike their anal cousins, where a sort of two or preparation H and your problems are behind you (not bad) there really ain’t much that you can do about these babies!

Dr. Laurersson published an article in February’s Norwegian Journal of Neurology recalling his first case ever dealing with a brain hemorrhage. When Hans Grog, an air traffic controller, checked himself into a hospital complaining of severe headaches, loss of balance and difficulty hearing out of his left ear. At first, the team of doctors couldn’t find anything wrong but a sharp-eyed technican noticed a shadow in the canal of the man’s left ear. Upon further examination, it was noted that the shadow was caused by grey matter ballooning out from the brain. "The patient’s symptoms were typical of brain problems but we couldn’t find his signs of tumors or hemorrhage," said Dr. Laurersson. "When we discovered the brain hemorrhoid, we were amazed. It was still contained within the brain membrane but was nearly bulging out of the patient’s ear. It was a shocking sight!" After a hectic four day battle trying to save Mr. Grog, he died. Since then, Dr. Laurersson has performed a series of autopsies on people who were thought to have died from brain hemorrhages and tumors and found that brain hemorrhoids are the fatal ailment in most of the cases. I guess it’s true for Norway to chill out.

Anyways, the Hubble telescope is back in the news again. Just fresh off its amazing photographs of heaven just months ago, it startled the world again by photographing 12 mile long fossil of a snake on the moon. "It’s unmistakable," says Dr. Felix Graham, who heads the staff of heavy hitters examining the photo. "Our herpetologists (snake experts) say the fossil’s outline indicates a mode of movement that precisely parallels the motion of snake. The proportions form the head and body size, to the way the tail tapers could only be that of a reptile similar to the species that eventually evolved into the python here on earth. Dr. Graham theorizes that millions of years ago the moon not only supported life but conditions were actually better than here on earth. "Plants and animals grew 20, 30 and even 100 times bigger than those on earth because the atmosphere was so much richer in oxygen, but something happened and we’re really not sure what did, causing the death of all lunar life."

Dr. Graham’s research team figures that the snake, who’s code name is "Constrictor Luna," probably fed on fifty foot long rodents and lizards, and that it could also be the lunar version of what we know as dinosaurs. "At this point, we don’t know a lot about what life was like on the moon back in its prehistoric times, but with the development of the sophisticated Hubble telescope, we expect to be learning much more in the coming months and years," said Dr. Graham. NASA for what seems the hundredth time, wouldn’t comment on the photo but several high-ranking Whitehouse sources say President Clinton is tingling the discovery to heart and plans to send a manned mission to the moon to investigate. And now we come back from the moon and go to a world-famous singing baboon. This really shouldn’t come as a surprise to anyone. I mean, we’ve already had singing cows, cats and cows and who could forget the talking bear who chased everyone out of Yellowstone? Anyhow, Babette’s takes the European music world by storm. In fact, the boogeying Baboon has sold out concerts in front of thousands of fans in 5 countries and has recorded a million-selling recording CD, "Monkeying Around!" Babette’s big break came when a kid left his boon box in front of her cage and of course Babette started singing away with the tunes and the rest is history. Zoo keeper Adrian Dung Radhi says that his belching baboon loves show music, country and rock but his favorites are Rod Stewart and the Andrews Sisters. Anyhow, Serge Chary, sales manager at the Maitre de Musique, who currently has Babette under contract, figures "Monkeying Around!" should reach the U.S. shelves within weeks. So keep your eyes open for it, that is unless you have a couple of brain hemorrhoids stuck in them.

The Dean

The Baboon Free Press
Porno Review:

By R.U. Cumming's
Your Special Correspondent

We at the Free Press fully understand that to some students who are not in the category of $500 and more per week pocket money near the end of the semester may be running short of cash. Therefore in the noble and suffering tradition that we here at the Free Press have undertaken a mission to save you money.

We have undertaken a search of the various pornographic magazines sold in the bookstore as would be convenient for all you lusty freshmen but those discreetly displayed in Joe Ford’s office drawer.

PLAYBOY: Specifically aimed at those who are still trying to convince themselves that they are not pervo’s like the rest of us, instead they believe they read it for nothing but the articles. Women under fuzzy lens, stupid articles. Score. A Ronzanne Barr pregnant with your child.

CLUB: For those who prefer a more dignified style of porn, but at least admit that they are pervo’s like the rest of us. Good distribution of dirty stories and photos of classy ladies.

HUSTLER: Aimed at those of us that are proud to be a pervert. Choice of dirty girls and dirtier stories to appeal to the dirtiest among us.

Therefore, having given this simple guide to your favorite magazines boys and girls, do not complain to us when you’ve wasted next semester’s tuition on stupid Playboy-like mags. Go forth my children and discover your dirtiest porno mags.
The Average Jim: A Model for the Socially Inept and Politically Hyper-Active.

Jim, "Hello, my name is Jim. I was born a [specific nationality] but I'm willing to sacrifice my identity for future political connections. I am extremely happy to meet you because I am extremely happy to meet anybody who will listen to me speak for longer than two minutes. While I still have your attention, let me tell you a little something about myself. I love to network. Unfortunately I haven't yet mastered the technique, so what comes out of my mouth is more often rotten goat cheese than Beluga Caviar, but that doesn't stop me from harass[ing] every living (and what the hell, and inanimate) object that passes me. Well, I've got to go to an SGA meeting, but here's my card. Remember, Jim stands for Join Me."  

Itinerary:  
8:50 Wake up to the tune of Whitney Houston's, "I believe that children are our future."  
8:55 Morning exercises, reciting the alphabet in a mirror.  
9:00 Put on those "Yes, the 70's live on, Disco Fever" nude, Dicka-ka-ka, Pres. candidate.  
8:10 Collapse exhausted.  
8:15 Get the courage to go to the bathroom and into an occupied shower stall.  
8:16 Network with person in stall.  
8:55 Finish shower.  
9:50 Put on those "Yes, the 70's live on, Disco Fever" nude, Dicka-ka-ka, Pres. candidate.  
9:00 Put on platform shoes with goldfish laces.  
9:15 Morning ritual: "I'm good enough, I smart enough, and dog gone it, people like me."  
9:30 Go to Trim, breakfast is over but the fun has just begun.  
9:31 Network with trim employees. "Hey how are those tomatoes today."  
9:45 Go to class.  
9:46 Perform rectal probe on professor.  
9:50 Announce that "Everything checks out OK down here!"  
9:51 Make first inane observation of the day: "Did you know that SGA stands for Student Government Association?"  
10:00 Second inane addition to the classroom discussion: "Did you know that I am Jim?"  
10:05 Third bit of information for the period: "Have I been to your room?"  
10:10 Bullshit for the fourth time: "You know nuclear physics is really easy to understand for a [specific nationality] of people."  
10:15 Say some other stupid thing: "Glavrin and I are tight."  
10:20 Can't stay on topic. "Once I was enclosed by a statue, that's why I identify with women."  
10:25 Here he goes again: "I am a brother, I am a chimpanzee, I am a homosexual, I am a lesbian, I am handicapped, I am a retard, I am a member of all communities, and I have great relations with all of these communities. I dance with wolves, I talk to me."  
10:26 Classmate asks, "What for?"  
10:30 The response: "I'm establishing future support. Remember, Jim for whatever the hell you need."  
10:35 Crawls out of the classroom with snakelike gait.  
10:40 Quick disco break. "Stayin' Alive, Oo Oo Oo Do."  
11:00 It's, LUNCH TIME!!!!!!!  
11:01 Nobody's at trim yet. Eat for 1 minute. (Phew, now in slowtime at the Apollo.)  
11:02 Time to network the crowd until they chant "Jim, Jim he's our man, I can't get away from him. For your sake I hope you can."  
11:03 Start at table #1. (a) Survey the situation. (Recall names/affiliation of table members.)  
(b) Approach based on observations in (a).  
(c) Develop-female constituencies.  
(d) Develop male constituents.  
(e) Leave with a thumbs up, thumbs down observation.  
(f) Seriously upset mental health of all involved.  
11:04 Progress through the crowd in a lockstep fashion, spiraling towards the center.  
1:20 Finish 20 laps of Trim and leave, commenting on the beauty of Trim food.  
1:35 It's class time again!  
3:00 Pwah, that was fun.  
3:05 BISO meeting. "I'm not a member, but I am very multinational."  
3:06 "Hi, my name is Jim. My family is from Greece. I love this chit. You forgives me sake how to have a good time. Here's my card. Here's my wet pants. Here's my personality, what do you think, do you have your vote?"  
3:10 The pain is so great he wanders aimlessly into a BASA meeting.  
3:11 In a moment of serious loss for words, he reveals his true self: "Why the hell do they let so many Asians into this school?"  
3:11:01 Loses several vital organs, and the remaining 2% of his skin is singed beyond recognition.  
3:12 Severely burned and bleeding profusely, he roams the campus, shaking his churched hands to the astonished fright of all involved.  
4:00 Ignores pain, puts on walk-man, and grasates back to his room, to the hot tunes of the Musto Man and the Village People.  
4:05 Gleefully brags about all the connections he's made and all the hands he's shaken.  
4:10 Calls Mommy and Daddy. They don't remember  
4:11 Networks profusely to reestablish familial bond.  
4:12 "Hi, Mon/Dad, my name is Jim and I'd like to be your representative at Babson College."  
4:13 "Hi, Jim, this is Mom/Dad, we are happy that you do not live here anymore. Since you've left, the dog has started walking again and the gerbil doesn't have that guilty look on his face. We have a little more time to establish a healthy sex life, and your brother has finally started speaking to apple. We're happy that his 20 year old life now has meaning. Finally, Grandpa and Grandma have stopped threatening to poison us (we ever came to their house again. Bye Jim."  
4:20 Click.  
4:15 "It's so good to network with Mom/Dad. I just wish I still had feeling in my hands. 4:30 Get down and do 5 push-ups while hummimg. "Have I told you lately that I love you."  
4:45 "Can't do them all, but every day I get a little closer."  
4:55 It's that time again, DINER TIME AT TRIM.  
5:00 Eat.  
5:01 Dinner is just like lunch except the pattern is counterclockwise, and the table conversation is accompanied with pats on the back and casual winks.  
7:30 Trim employees play a fun game of hit the Jim with the mashed potatoes.  
7:31 "Come on guys, that's not funny, but remember me when you have an urge to vote."  
7:45 SGA TIME  
7:46 "Hello, my name is Jim, and I'm an alcoholic."  
7:47 "I started drinking several years ago, but I really hit full stride when my Dad tried to drown me in a beer barrel."  
7:48 Someone says, "Sit down!"  
7:49 "I was just trying to get the alcoholic vote."  
7:50 Tries to blow saliva bubbles across the room.  
9:59 Experiences a moment of depression from the failure and from the emptiness of the surrounding dark room.  
10:05 PARTY TIME.  
10:06 John Travolta ain't seen nothing yet. Jim is "Disco King."  
10:07 Party at Central.  
10:10 First conquest of the evening, "Hey baby, my name is Jim." (Slap)  
10:11 Rebound, same girl, "Hey baby, I want to be your Jim." (Whack)  
10:12 Once again, same girl, "You know, I'm not only Jim, but I'm also Disco King." (Groov)  
10:15 New victim, "I am a Mexican immigrant and I want to be your taco." (Kaboom)  
10:16 Ain't nothing but a thing, "What about your burrito, enchilada, nachos, tostidos...anything in there that you like?" (Hock)  
10:17 Same girl, "I am a Chinese immigrant and I want to be your chop stick." (Harpoon)  
10:20 One more try, different woman, "Everything is relative, so I'm your brother, how about some incest?" (Rectal probe) "No you're not." (Vasectomy)  
10:30 Stumbles back to dorm room unable to have children, and with a harpoon through his kidney.  
10:31 Walks into wall and is stuck for several long minutes of screaming.  
10:36 Detached by the Jaws of Life.  
11:00 Throws harpoon in closet with the others.  
11:05 HOMEWORK TIME!  
11:06 Networks homework from innocent victim.  
11:15 Evening exercises. One sit-up, to the tune of "I am woman hear me roar."  
11:20 Wrestles angrily with roll of toilet paper.  
11:35 Falls asleep with visions of sugarplums dancing in his head.  
12:00 Wet dream.
By Bam Bam Flintstone
The World Dope Report

Quotes of the Century

I have NO PROBLEMS
WITH ALCOHOL. ONLY
WITHOUT, - Rocky

"I'd rather have my five
than a Babson girl." - Jean-
Claude Van Damme

"The water is wet. The
sky is blue." - Bruce Willis

I drink, therefore I am." -
Larry Gindhi

"Better Playboy than no
connection." - Professor
Will.

"What's wrong with the
room? It has four walls, a
bed and a cupboard."
R.D. on Putney hall

"Better hemorrhoids than
no sexual activity." - Some
strange prof...

"Where shall we all meet
again? In heaven or in
Roger's pub." - William
Shakespeare

Top Ten Phrases Spoken
by Foreigners Overheard
on Campus

These are all real; we
have proved:

1. What do you mean
and 5 aren't eleven?
2. If I have it, why not
haunt it.
3. Hey, I say an
American at Europa last
night.
4. I can buy and sell you
many, many times.
5. I need to bullet-proof
my letter for good
reasons.
6. Can't I just have my
gun and take my test for
me?
7. You are but a
peasent, In my country, I
am considered a prince.

Boston's Worst
Restaurants

1. Trim Dining Hall
2. Trim Food
3. Babson Trim
4. Trim Cuisine
5. McTrim
6. Trimmy's
7. Trinamath
8. Trim's Cafe
9. M-TRIM
10. TRIMAVALON

Addresses
FACE IT, TRICKLE DOWN ECONOMICS IS ALL DRIED UP.

These days you need all the help you can get. That's why we offer a $1,000 credit line and no annual fee. There, that ought to increase your cash flow.

IF YOU DON'T GET IT, GET IT.
Crack Baby Exposed
Reel To Reel

By Cass Tration
Assistant to the A&E Editor

Hoopster, rapper, and thespian Shaquille O'Neal pairs with academy award winning actor/professional wrestler Hulk Hogan in Big Broken Hearts, a touching drama portraying the lives of two twins who are separated at birth and are later reunited at an all boys boarding school.

Gabe Kaplan and the gang make a long awaited comeback in Welcome Back Kotter — The College Years. Arnold Horshack, Vinny Barbarino, and the other characters are as genuine as ever, however, one must question the fact that the money tree has furthered their education to Columbia University despite their rocky high school careers. Those notes signed "Epstein's Mother" just don't hold as much water as they used to.

After her smashing acting debut on Saturday Night Live, figure skater Nancy Kerrigan will star opposite Snoop Doggy Dogg in Spike Lee's latest controversial work, Jungle Fever II. Although the film is in the early stages of development, sources say that Snoop is furious with what Spike's people have done with his hair, while Kerrigan is having trouble with the transition from cue cards to memorization.

The long awaited Christmas with the Nelsons is creative, but somewhat of a disappointment. Four and one half hours of uncut, hand-held camera footage from Christmas 1993 with Willie Nelson and his family, the film takes us from opening presents and breakfast in pajamas, to visiting aunt Dionne, through dinner at Grandma's. Unfortunately, the movie is only available in VHS tape, and quite frankly is intrusive and extremely boring.

In an unlikely pairing, CNN icon Larry King and rock opera man Meatloaf are rumored to be starring in the sequel to the SNL skit turned movie, Coneheads II. Apparently Meatloaf's role was originally offered to hardcore punk rocker Henry Rollins whose reaction is evident from the accompanying photograph.
The Jerky Boys

Brett Weir

Alumnus

We've all heard them. We're all familiar with their phrases: "Look, Jerky, I don't need to talk to you." and "I've got all that shit, Tuff Guy!" Have become known phrases around the hallways of Gerber and the bathrooms of Forest. I spoke with the boys last week and they enlightened me on their meteoric rise to cult star status.

"Ay, me a! Vinnie here, we was musicians, you know, kickin' in and out of bad bar bands in Manhattan. We didn't have no real jobs so I started calling around the want ads every day. People would tell me they couldn't help me so I'd call them back the next day and tell them how I could help them. Me and Vinnie, see, we thought that stuff was funny so we started sayin' it to listen to later. Our buddies would come over to party, and we'd let them listen. Our buddy Billy Glavin brought a tape up to you guys at uh... Grabson University, or whatever the hell you guys call that school in a town where nobody sells no beer. Well some kid who's dad owns a record company called us up. His name was Oral Rickenbacher. He offered to set us up with a deal. We said hell, this could be our big break. Now we're stars, me a' Vin, a couple of punks from Jersey. Who would have imagined!"

I asked Vinnie about the rumors that they went to jail and if they had permission to tape those conversations. He replied, "Hey, we got all that stuff, Tuff Guy! Don't you worry about a thing, punk! And let me straighten something out. We are not in jail, and we never were. Except for that truck driving incident down in Jersey, we ain't never even been arrested! Well, maybe once or twice, but that's something I don't want to get into." Well, there they are. The infamous Jerky Boys. You wanted to know the scoop and you got it. The Jerky Boys tape would definitely be a worthwhile purchase; it not only provides you with hours of listening enjoyment, but it'll give you ideas on how to make your own fun. All you need is a phone, an imagination, and a bad accent.

Music Review

Michael Jackson

Off the Wall (Epic)

By Seymour Hair

Staff Writer

If you haven't heard, it's true that Michael Jackson is performing here at Baboon College for Spring Weekend '94. So, make sure you leave all of your little brothers and sisters at home for this one!

Michael is doing a repeat tour following the re-release of his Off the Wall album. Rumor has it that he is broke, so he is doing just about anything to salvage his name and career. In fact, another rumor has it that Michael has signed a lucrative advertising contract with Alpo Chunky Beef dog food, following a well publicized rejection from Disneyland, Disneyworld, and EuroDisney. I guess he likes kids.

All rumors aside, Off the Wall is definitely a non rockin', ungroovin', piece of motown junk. Michael, you ain't nothin' outside the Jackson 5! Songs like "Burn this Disco Out", show that vint-

gage disco material died back in 1979, the original release date of Off the Wall. Michael's soft, touching voice won't be making girls of all ages quiver when they hear this disc. Instead, the girls will be burning Off The Wall and screaming for more Pearl Jam and UB40.

This is the 90's, and despite the recent press appearances by Michael, I just have a feeling that songs like "Don't Stop Till You Get Enough" and "Get on the Floor", might be taken in the wrong context. Hey, don't get me wrong, I'm not saying Michael is guilty, but if he's so much about kids, why doesn't he make some of his own. Until next time, Disco is alive and groovin'! Disco freaks are the coolest!
Killer On the Rampage

New Album Review

By Bill “Just call me Bill” Theofilou
and Mike “Kendall Gill” Gillis

Last week the reggae world was treated to the greatest album release in the popular music’s history. Up until now, Bob Marley was considered to be the foremost reggae artist of all time — but reggae has a new father, and his name is Eddy Grant. Eddy Grant has been known as the most rocking, kick ass, loud, moving singer to ever hop a hop. With the now Grammy nominated “Killer On The Rampage” out on the charts, The Beatles and ABBA’s records are sure to fall to Eddie, who likes to be called “Ed Lover” by young boys, has made music history today. The album begins with the biggest song since We are the World, “Electric Avenue.” This song is the most rocking, kick ass, loud, moving song of all time. “Electric Avenue” is a good like chicken and cocaine. The editor’s choice, however, is not the Avenue at all, but “Funky Rock and Roll.” In our opinion, “Funky Rock and Roll” is “funky in the most peculiar way. Hey.”

The album in general can be considered a dance album, much like Slayer’s South of Heaven. Hits like “I Don’t Wanna Dance” and “War Party” sure make us wanna dance. Lines like “You’re a Bastard just like Pantazis” are sure to make you wanna dance like you’ve got a chicken in your pants. The title song “Killer on the Rampage” is one rocking hit that makes us want to lock our doors at night. The most technically magnificient song on the album is by far “Another Revolutionary.” The focus of the song should be put on the pronunciation of the word “Revolutionary.” It appears that the proper way to pronounce this word is “Rev-a-loush-narse.” This song is rocking.

The highlight of the album comes at the end of the first side, with one of the two bonus tracks, the extended version of the fun family favorite “Electric Avenue.” This ten minute orgasm fills the senses with sounds once only dreamed of. The randomly placed farting noises (RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR) when mixed with the dog whistles, make this the most rocking, kick ass, loud, moving, extended version ever.

This tape could very well prove to be the Sergeant Pepper’s of the nineteen seventies. With songs and grooves that really kick ass, this is defiantly a kick ass record. And it goes good with chicken, and poker.

On Campus

Thursday, March 31
Hula Hoop and Fire Eating Contest (6pm, Knight Aud.)

Friday, April 1
Beer Slides (6pm, President Glavin’s House)

Saturday, April 2
Cross Dressing Party (6pm, Knight Aud.)

Sunday, April 3
Leap Frog Jumping Contest (6pm, Upper Fields)

Monday, April 4
Naked Bungee Jumping (6pm, Hollister Parking Lot)

Tuesday, April 5
The Dr. Ruth Lecture Series: How to Screw Your Boyfriend

Wednesday, April 6
Men’s Basketweaving vs. Brandeis (3pm, Trim 204-205)

A Compilation of Cultural Events in the Area

Chicks Mud Wrestling
The Teamsters Local 154 sponsor this event which brings together the most sought after divas, including Wendy Whoppers and Lisa Lips.

Where: Sanders Theater, Cambridge
When: Saturday, April 2-7:30pm
More Information: Call 1-900-MUD-BOOB

The Alternative’s Alternative

Quote of The Week

"Woomp There it is"

The Babson Free Press
Exclusive Interview

Seiji Ozawa on the Future of The BSO

By Vito “Ayuhhoyuoudin” Calabrisianiinmo
A&E Editor

With the increasing popularity and subsequent marketability of popular music, where is there room for serious music performers like the Boston Symphony Orchestra? According to Seiji Ozawa, Music Director of the orchestra, there is none. He feels a fresh change is needed for the conservative bunch, as well as a substantial amount of money to be made by changing the image of the organization. The Free Press had a chance to sit down with Ozawa to discuss his ideas as well as reasoning behind this unprecedented step.

Freep: Seiji, what is the reason for this radical change the image of one of the most talented and successful orchestras in the world?

Ozawa: Profit. It is a simple case of consumer demand. Classical, Renaissance, and Baroque are out, and post-modernism is in. The majority of listeners in the music market today are more likely to purchase a Stone Temple Pilots album than a Haydn symphony recording; therefore I feel the BSO should appeal to their consumer.

Freep: But isn’t the popular music listener classified in a different market than a serious music listener?

Ozawa: Absolutely, but the fact still remains that there are more of them. I don’t feel I owe a bit of allegiance to any certain group, so if there is more money to be made from the popular crowd—basically, if Symphony Hall needs to be cleared of the orchestra seats to make room for an intense mosh pit, so be it.

Freep: You seem to have already began the crossover yourself, judging by your appearance.

Ozawa: Not really. In fact, most everyone in the organization feels the need for change. As far as renovations to the hall go, several of the balconies have been converted to “smart drink” bars, and basically everything else has just been spray painted black. The performers will no longer wear tuxedos and suits, as we have just negotiated a contract to obtain plaid shirts from the Salvation Army.

Freep: How timely do you think these works are as compared to the music the BSO is used to playing?

Ozawa: Not very. You know the music industry works — bands are here today, and gone tomorrow. We’ve already sold out, so there’s no reason to stand by any particular act now. Whomever is selling millions of records next year will undoubtedly be featured in our program.

Freep: I would imagine you are having a difficult time coordinating the necessary changes with the administration and hall staff.

Ozawa: Sex sells.

Freep: On Stage in Boston...

Off Campus in Boston

Friday 1st

LED ZEPPELIN REUNION!
8:00pm at the Whiskey-a-Go-Go
Nine Inch Nails Unplugged at The Tom, Brookline

Saturday 2nd

Dexie’s Midnight Runners at the Palace Bar & Grill
BOXING: Howard Stern vs. Imus at Madison Square Garden, Syracuse, NY

Sunday 3rd

Metallica at Harvard’s Cafe, Harvard Square
Andrew Dice Clay performs at the Jewett Auditorium, Wellesley College

Monday 4th

Jimi Hendrix at The Mouse, Lansdowne St., Boston

Tuesday 5th

The Replacements at 9:00
JS Bach: Brandenburg Concertos #5 performed by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra at The Rat, Kenmore Square

Wednesday 6th

Denis Leary poetry reading at the Meat eater’s Bookstore, Cambridge
By Lipton Teebag
Staff Reject

Rumor around the Bruins locker room this week is that neither Cam Neely's nor Raymond Bourque's season-ending knee injuries were a result of game play. Rather, the torn ligaments that both superstars suffered were a result of a malicious attack by Tonya Harding's ex-bodyguard, Shawn Eckhardt, according to sources near the team. As Bourque and Neely were leaving the ice after a team practice, Eckhardt followed them down the hallway, and attacked their kneecaps with a broken aluminum stick. He ran off, leaving Cam and Ray yelling "why me? why me?" The FBI has a warrant out for the arrest of Eckhardt, speculating the reason for this crime was that he felt weak after not finishing off figure-skater Nancy Kerrigan.

The National Hockey League's Players Association this week voted in favor of a 1% tax on their annual salaries. This pool of money is to be used to train seeing-eye dogs for the League's referees. The dogs hopefully will make the on-ice calls that those horrible men we call officials can't. Everything has been going well so far at training camp, although there has been some trouble fitting the mitts for skates.

The Hartford Whalers, unsatisfied with their 2-4-8-8 record this season, have decided to revamp the whole team. With the team looking to quality for the playoffs for the second straight year, they fired every player and coach on the team. In their place will be Emilio Estevaz and the rest of the players from the movie Mighty Ducks 2. Hartford's GM defends this move by pointing out that the first year Mighty Ducks of Anaheim, who started playing after the first movie, have a better record than the Whalers. Besides, you can't get much worse than Hartford anyway.

Here is my vote for the all-injured team. Ray Bourque, Cam Neely, Pat LaFontaine, Mario Lemieux, Mark Messier, Teemu Selanne, Rick Tocchet, Craig Janney, Mark Tinordi, Joe Nieuwendyk, and goalie Jimmy Waite. Not a bad team.

Editorial Note:
As usual, Steve has no sense of humor. This is a parody issue and yet Steve feels obliged to right about the real world. Get a life kid. Your future depends on it. Actually, these may be the three paragraphs from last week that you all wanted to read, right? Well maybe they aren't. We thought we would let this writer know that his sense of humor levels with a frog. If you have any more questions see the back page.

Athlete's Moon of the Week

Favorites:
Athlete: Jeff REARdon
Movie: JurASSic Park
TV Show: Moonlighting
Ski Resort: Aspen
Song: Flesh

Cigarette: Any type of butt
Celestial Body: Full Moon
Profession: Financial ANALyst
Pet Peeve: Thong Bikinis
Favorite Celestial Body: Uranus
Favorite Class: Oral Management

---

Censored. Due to Federal Regulations, you will not see pornography in the Free Press.

---

The Radson Free Press
Sox Get Back Plantier

By Homer Runn
Staff Athlete.

The Red Sox today announced that they have acquired Phil Plantier from the San Diego Padres. The move, made possible by a little known clause in the collective bargaining agreement, seems to lessen the Sox right field worries. This clause (known by insiders as the insider rule) allows teams to revoke one trade every ten years. In this case, it was apparent that the Sox were a little premature in giving up the 25-year-old Plantier. To quote the paragraph that made the transaction possible (article C sections 8-11): "If a team has become completely dissatisfied with a trade or with monoronic transactions made by a General Manager, they may revoke one trade each decade." When asked for comment, Padres GM Randy Smith said "I thought that we were the only team in baseball that could make bad trades, but it looks like the Red sox have proven that wrong!" Red Sox new GM Don Duquette said that the move was imminent and seriously had to consider whether it would be Jeff Bagwell or Plantier to rejoin the team. Bagwell has a career average near .300 and won rookie of the year in 1991, but Duquette said "we need Plantier's power back, he can hit more homers than Mo Vaughn." As most of us know, Plantier bolted through the Sox system, leading just about every level of the minors in homers and RBI's each year. While largely considered a pure power threat, Plantier spent countless hours in the batting cage and actually hit for a pretty good average while maintaining his power. After a couple of stints with the big league club and AAA Pawtucket, it became clear that he was beginning to want out of Boston. Apparently the feeling was mutual and in December of '92, he was shipped off to San Diego for reliever Jose "I pitch great in the minors" Melendez. Plantier opened eyes last year when he finally lived up to his top prospect status with 34 homers and 100 RBI's (better power numbers than Vaughn). Asked for comment on his return to the Sox, the slugger said, "I always wanted to go back to Bos-
tion and prove to the fans that I could play. Management was too quick to trade me because I was injured, and it hampered my play-
ing ability. I think I have something to prove to the Sox and the AL in general, and I can't wait to get back to Fenway." Most of the players were very enthusiastic to see the transaction take place, and some even believed that it could make them a legitimate championship con-
tender. The only member of the Red Sox brass who seemed to not approve of the move was former GM Lou Gorman, who said, "I think that Joe Matheret can re-
ally help this team, he could be a Cy Young pitcher in this league." Despite this praise, Melendez only compiled a record of 2-1 last year, splitting time between the big leagues and Pawtucket. The use of the trade revoice clause is a good idea for the Red Sox, who last exercised this right in '86 when Steve Lyons was stolen back from the White Sox. It is believed that the Red Sox may have started a trend, as it appears that several other teams will use the clause this year as well. The Padres have a plethora of bad moves to reverse but appear closer to stealing Joe Carter and Roberto Alomar back from the Blue Jays. The White Sox seem to want Sammy Sosa back from the Cubs, the Yankees indicate they may demand that Fred McGriff be returned, and the Blue Jays have stated they might take back Cecil Fielder. Look for more moves in the near future, and remember, only 4 more days until opening day. By the way, if anyone has any opening day tick-
ets that they need to get rid of, I think I can help them out!!

Grandmama Goes Down

By Beavis
Staff Cool Guy

In an upset of mammoth propor-
tions, Scott Sarian, a Free Press sports reporter, defeated the world-re-
owned Grandmama in a game of One-on-
one.

Grandmama, reports say, was tired after spend-
ing a day beating up Shaquille O'Neal and bak-
k ing cookies for or-
phans. She ap-
peared to lack the stamina to play a whole game to ele-
ven.

Sarian had been training for months with flash-
-in-the-pan superstar Johnny Kilroy. Kilroy,

Football Comes to Babson

By Frank Rizzo
Half Staff

After four months of petition-
ing by three Babson students, Steve Sterling, head of the Babson Athletic Department, has an-
nounced it will field its first foot-
ball team in the school's 72-year history. Many may have noticed the ongoing work on the upper athletic fields. Although rumors circulated that lights were being installed for safety reasons per-
taining to illumination of the field at night, this is only half true. In fact, the Constitutional Athletic Conference requires all colleges fielding a football team to be able to host night games. The movement for Babson's football team was started by three ex-high school football stars. Bob "Corky" Lakervich, Mark Pickerel, and Jason Fisto came up with the idea one night while horsing around before finals. They were kicking a soccer ball around when Giekevich suddenly put the ball through a grate. Suddenly, of Corky was reminded of his days as a kicker for the Tufton Tigers.

"Wouldn't it be great if I could kick again," remarked Giekevich. This prompted Pickelsmole to re-
state, "But, pray, your dreams can't come true." "Yeah," said all-state quarterback Jason Fisto, "Let's talk to someone in the athletic department about getting us a damn football team for all these Beavers!"

And so it began. The three went to great lengths trying to persuade the administration to listen to their great idea. After many nights of planning and recruiting others for the cause, they began to see a light at the end of the tunnel. The turning point, though, came one night when the three were out on the field, mulling over the idea, with President Glavin. In the middle of the conversation, Peckerllo heard a voice calling from his pants, saying "If you grab it, he will come." Godfather Fisto then turned to Glavin and said, "Listen, I'm going to make you an offer you can't refuse." Nobody knows exactly how it happened, but the following day, they received news that their idea was unanimously accepted by the Board of Directors.
Wait 'Til Next Year

By Otto the Bus Driver
Staff Bus Driver (for long ski trips, if you know what I mean)

Following the Spring Preseason Tournament, here are some highlights...

1. They don't want me to write the top 77 reasons next year.
2. They won't win as Sherrill. It just won't be the same without him.
3. Like a fine wine, Danny "Dr. Death" Darwin just keeps getting better with age.
4. Planter and Vaughn will each enjoy 30 home runs, 100 RBA seasons, as Lou Gorman predicts. (Oh, that was one of the top 74 reasons why they were going to win in 1992.)
5. It was all a bad dream. We didn't trade Eckersley.
6. Dan Duquette will become the first General Manager to be named MVP of the World Series.
7. Boston Red Sox team speed no longer an oxymoron.
8. If the ball didn't go through Bill Buckner's legs, I could have ended my list here.
9. Wasn't it Norstradamus who predicted, "The perennial loser from the east will emerge victorious during the tenth month of '94." (What was he smoking?)
10. Dave "My batting average is no longer down in the Valley" Valle will use the Green Monster to his advantage and smack at least 20 home runs.
11. Parets should turn this franchise around.
12. A new, efficient scoring system developed by Professor Grossman's Information System Design Class.
13. Rich Gale has promised to remove the curse that he placed on the team shortly after being fired.
14. Pete Rose is betting on them.
15. No longer is the base running coach the fastest player on the team.
16. Introducing the Boston Red Sox cheerleaders.
17. John McNamara is still fired.
18. Team slogan: Now our championships occur just as often as Haley's Comet.
19. If not for the blaster on Bill Lee's hand, I could have ended my list here.
20. The Red Sox are slowly becoming the Montreal Expos with a legitimate payroll.
22. Greg Blieder and all his promises have finally arrived at The Show.
23. The Q-Man with his lightning quick feet is finally gone.
24. Due to the increase in team speed, no fan will ever ask, "Did we score?" after two consecutive doubles are hit.
25. If Bob Conrad could be editor of the Free Press, anything can happen.
26. Andre Dawson's knees have been miraculously cured.
27. If not for Bob Gibson and Curt Flood, I could have ended my list here.
28. The Oracle says so.
29. Did I mention Duquette?
30. Because "players to be named later" normally aren't that good. (Why don't parents name these kids when they are first born.)
31. Russell and Ryan and you won't be crying.
32. Sei and Clemens and pray to the heavens.
33. Everywhere you look: Nothing but switch hitters.
34. After a disappointing 11-14 record last year, The Rocket is set for an April 4th launch.
35. Any team that pays Joe Hesketh more than one million a season will be good.
36. Hey, that's six squared.
37. Ignore 36.
38. Glenn Murray, 26 homes, 96 RBIs, and 16 stolen bases.
39. They can't get any worse.
40. Announcing the return of Pussy Higgins and Tony Buddino.
41. Fill in your own damn reason.

Tailspin: Fred Werthman, Greg Litton, Matt Stairs. Now our minor league system is packed.
43. parish is playing like a 20-year-old.
44. Scott Cooper may just be able to double his stolen base total of last year. (What is 0 x 2?)
45. Hey, maybe Gorman really did know something when he didn't protect Eric Wedge. I'm sorry Lou.
46. Babe Ruth rises from the grave again and announces that the curse is now over. (And this time, he means it!)
47. This team is so good, "what would we ever do with Willie McCovey." (That's my favorite Lou Gorman quote.)
48. If not for Johnny Pesky and Eno Saito, I could have ended my list here.
49. Maybe Scott Cooper will hit 6 home runs before the All-Star break and still be invited to represent the Red Sox as a free agent.
50. The outfield is so good that Jeff McNeil was sent down to Pawtucket.
51. Because Shane Rawley might just win 15 games this year.
52. Greg Harris will make the All-Star team, as a lefthy.
53. One more than 52.
54. Vistin Fenway Park and watch the amazing Green wave at balls as they fly directly over his head.
55. They'll win it for former Public Relations Director Jim Samia.
56. Because Jeff Russell really loves his role as a closer.
57. Jack McDowell should once again be a leading contender for Cy Young. (Oh, I'm sorry. That's one of the top seven reasons why the White Sox are going to win.)
58. Is that Ron Cerreti I see on the horizon?
59. Headline: "Red Sox Hire Someone with an Ounce of Intelligence to be New General Manager."
60. I asked the magic 8-ball if the Red Sox would win and it replied "Are you crazy?". Of course, the magic 8-ball has been known to make mistakes from time to time.
61. Mo Vaughn will hit a home run for every child in America.
62. Fass can rest assured that Jose Menedez had nothing to do with the death of his parents.
65. Bob Schaefer is now the director of field operations. Need I say more.
66. Did I say 76 reasons? 67. Oh, by the way, the Sox are leading the league in steals as far in spring training.
68. The people of New England have suffered long enough. We deserve a championship.
69. Not available due to writer's block.
70. If you actually need a reason to be optimistic for a Red Sox season, you're not a true fan.
71. The Farmer's Almanac predicted it.
72. Off the record, they haven't got a shot in hell.
73. See above.
74. I'm still reading this lame list, get a life. 75. Last year, I stopped here.
76. What the hell? If we don't win, there's always next year.

Layout Note: 76 reasons... Ump. How did he get that number? Wasn't that like after a basketball team. Maybe since next year is Babybo's 76th anniversary? ("Noland" I see you) What is this guy on dope? Is he the one who can't be a pair of pants? 3:00 AM, do you know when your kids are? Did Jeffere write this, you know he slept in someone else's urine.

Sports Schedule

Thursday, March 31
First Annual Climbing of the Light Posts

Field at 9:00 PM
The Great Fat Kid Clock Watch
Tomaso 104 around 12:15-3:00 PM

Friday, April 1
Bungee Jumping from Second Floor of Malloy
12:55 PM

Saturday, April 2
Balcony Jumping at Forest Time and Rooms TBA
Institute of Higher Education at 3:00 PM

Sunday, April 3
Sampede to the Wild Pizza Bar
11:55 AM

Tuesday, April 5
Tree Skinning at Nichols 8:00 PM

Wednesday, April 6
Naked Beach Volleyball

Webster Center Parking Lot 2:00 PM
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Women's Team Nets Big Endorsement

By Eileen Dover
Staff Aerobics Instructor

Thanks to their great season and NCAA appearance, the Babson women's basketball team has signed a huge endorsement deal with Sure Deodorant. The ads, which will appear in Sports Illustrated as well as billboards in sporting arenas, will feature several players in the classic "Sure-unsure" poses.

Said Coach Judy Blinstrub, "Our girls worked so hard this year, I'm glad to see they're getting some recognition." Sure will also sponsor a halftime contest during all Beaver basketball games next season, where fans will have to identify which players have used Sure Deodorant that day, and which have not. The team is also negotiating a contract to appear in a Disney World parade, but the deal is still pending, since Tonya Strange and Michelle Merten feel it would be "corny" to be in a parade while holding a bottle of deodorant.

One-on-One With Scott Sarian

By David Koresh
Staff Wacko

This week we're going to turn the tables on Scott Sarian, sports editor of your school newspaper. Those who read his articles know that Scott has a regular series called One-on-One, where he interviews local sports figures. We figured that maybe some of you would like to know a little about Scott, although I can't figure out why you would. I've known Scott since the first grade, and have been content with knowing the bare minimum. But, as a dedicated member of this fine team of journalists, I sacrificed personal boredom and disgust and went ahead with the interview.

DK: What first made you decide to come to Babson?
SS: Well, I applied to 6 different schools: The African-American Academy of Dance; Babson College, Charles River Environmental Study, Don Knotts School of Acting, Elaine's Beauty School, and FU.

DK: That's a pretty interesting array of schools. How did you make your final choice?
SS: I let my best friend choose.

DK: Who was that?
SS: Speedy, my pet hamster, God rest his soul. I spread my acceptance letters on the floor and let Speedy out of his cage. I figured whichever one he peed on would be the right choice.

DK: And so he picked Babson?

SS: No, actually he peed on FU, but I could never what it stood for. Babson was the letter he ate before peeing on FU, so I figured, what the hell?

DK: What got you interested in journalism? Was it the love of writing, the power of the press, a desire to make a difference?
SS: No, actually it was the cash they offered me to work for this rag. That, and the really cool computer games they got in the Free Press room.

DK: Your columns have made your name one of the best-known on campus. Has the fame changed you in any way?
SS: Are you kidding? Didn't you learn anything from that petty little criticism of me you wrote in the paper? People love me. I'm like a god on this pathetic little campus. I could have you killed and have Babo drag off the body if I wanted to. Even Glavin bows down to me. Don't mess with me, kid. Next question!

DK: It's rumored that you have a pretty extensive baseball card collection. What's your most valued card?
SS: An 1846 Willie Nelson rookie card in mint condition.

DK: Wait a minute, there were no baseball cards in 1846. There wasn't even baseball.

SS: That's why it's so valuable, idiot. Your attitude is really starting to piss me off.

DK: Do you have any interests other than sports?
SS: I like to do a lot of charity work. In the mornings I volunteer at a local mission, deliver food to the elderly, and serve as a crossing guard for a local preschool. Then after breakfast, which usually consists of a 1/5 th of Jack Daniels, a pack of Kools, and a hooker, I go to classes.

DK: Any words of wisdom for young writers?
SS: Yeah. Think of no one but yourself, apologize for nothing, and always remember, no one reads your s—- anyway, so don't be afraid to make up quotes. Interviewer's over, tough guy. I've got people to destroy.

Ooh, Scottie that hurt.

After that weird finishing, the Byron girls wanted to help Scottie with his column.
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YES! I want to study in AUSTRALIA!

Study Abroad at CURTIN UNIVERSITY

Countless study choices available
Australian studies, Aboriginal studies and many more
Programs to Asia June/July. Call for a brochure.

1-800-245-2575

ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS
INTERESTED IN
FULL-TIME, INTERNATIONAL
GRADUATE STUDY!

LOYOLA COLLEGE IN MARYLAND OFFERS THE:

MASTER OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

- Two-year, full-time, day program covering:
  - Business
  - Language (intermediate skills required)
  - Area Studies (Asia and Western Europe)

- Language Tracks
  - Chinese  •  German
  - French  •  Japanese
  - English (for non-U.S. Students)

- International Experience — 1 Semester Abroad
  - Language and area studies
  - Internship in a local company

- For business and non-business undergraduates
  - Some prerequisite work may be required
  - Interested underclassmen should pursue a business minor

For more information, please call
The Sellinger School of Business and Management
at Loyola College in Maryland
1-800-221-9107, extension 5066 or 2836.

Get Away with Garber Travel

- Eurail passes
- Cross-country travel
- Lowest prices available
- Airline tickets on all major airlines

Call your Garber Travel Agent today!

GARBER TRAVEL
1300 Worcester Road, Natick, 655-2100

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Many career opportunities in an established nationally recognized Boston-based trading firm provide an extremely high quality personal computer hardware. Our goal is to aggressively pursue and exceed our competitors' performance levels. Our success is achieved by working as a true team. To ensure the performance of our sales and service representatives, we offer an extensive training program including seminars and workshops designed to enhance their skills. Our associates are provided with a competitive benefits package and opportunities for advancement.

DEAL MAKERS

PERSONAL COMPUTER PURCHASING

You will represent our company's name in all areas of the world. You will have the opportunity to work with our customers, and establish strong business relationships. You will be part of a team of professionals who are committed to providing superior customer service.

You should thrive on both the buzz for new technology and the evaluation and negotiation of purchase agreements in a fast-paced environment. You must have strong computer skills and the ability to communicate effectively with customers and suppliers.

You will receive an outstanding Training Program that will give you an opportunity to work with some of the world's foremost technology experts. Our Training Program is designed to allow you to develop your skills in a safe, comfortable environment.

For more information, please call
The Sellinger School of Business and Management
at Loyola College in Maryland
1-800-221-9107, extension 5066 or 2836.
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Separated at Birth
A Babson Faculty member (top) and George from Seinfeld.

Earn A Bachelor Of Savings At Your New England Ford Dealer

And Get $400 To Use As Cash Back Or A Down Payment. Plus Pre-Approved Credit For Qualified College Graduates.

You took endless tests and endured more all-nighters than you can count to finally get to graduation day. Your Ford Dealer understands how hard you've worked and thinks you've earned a very special distinction...big savings on the new Ford car or truck of your choice. Right now, you can receive a $400 cash rebate on all new 1993 or 1994 Ford cars or trucks in addition to most other incentives being offered. Qualified graduates could have no down payment on vehicles less than $18,000 MSRP. You can even defer your first payment up to 120 days.

This offer is available to college graduates, grad-school graduates, and grad-school students graduating between January 1, 1994 and September 30, 1994.

So hurry in to your New England Ford Dealer and see how your new degree can earn you big savings on a new Ford car or truck. You may even be eligible for pre-approved financing. The Ford College Graduate Purchase Program. For more information call 1-800-321-1536.
The Free Press Thanks The Following People:

Staff:
Claire Costraa: Well you see this really isn’t his lungs, it’s smoke coming out of a cup.
Jaye Smalfalopagus: The world spins. Small package in a big mouth.
Mark Undyved: The Free Press is an organization that needs free expression to survive and he has extended that right to the staff.
Office Love is happening. Try not to make the brown couch white.
Larry Ganti: One crackpot. Excuse me, crackbaby. He shows being hit on the head at a young age still does not affect your chances in life.
Mr. Bill: 01001 31001 101101. But you can’t understand those numbers.

Joost: Or one of the million Pauls on campus. While piling up cups may be a hobby, we know what the juice is at.
Jason Moody: Cut back, the paper isn’t worth it. Well, this issue proved them wrong. A date with Big Eddy...don’t forget the key and flowers!
C.J.: Ads? No way, we can find them another day.
Kevin Dwerckitz: Where does this thing go?

Marco Schiavo: The most creative person on the Free Press Staff.
Scott Serian: Get a real pair of pants. The most dominating air hockey player the Free Press has ever known. You know what they say, dark glass, big car, small Fitty.

Andrew "Gang bang" Bambang: Where a face is the most important thing.
Ewan McCulloch: Give him a few beers and a French woman and he’s on top of the world.
Vic: A big name and a big gun. Extra: Small package, big mouth.
Kerry Citt: Who says you can’t have two peanuts in one day!
Seven "Lipton" Teabags: A few worlds here and few there... makes no difference except when you figure that Cam Neely is not the best hockey player in the world.
Rita: Floating around Pluto. The Columbians come to her.
Chris Newhall: Brian (Chris) and Chris (Brian) are good friends.

Staff Friends:
Kevin "Noland" Nolan: Hey look, I’m on the back page! Works harder than a horse in labor.
To an alcohol program presented to stop drinking and to the AC that inspired it.

In General:
Sophie: The French girl in the bathing suit. She ran in the snow at Killington at length after a few beers with the Scotsman.

Random People:
Augs: Yeh bud, want a Fax Machine? Mr. Glavin tells us Xerox makes a pretty nasty model.
Marc Bell: Your generous contributions have immensely helped the Free Press.

All the advertisers in this issue and every issue for without them there would be no Free Press.
Cynthia: Your support has been invaluable at the Babson College Computer Store.

Jimi Hendrix: We never saw you, heard you play, met you, or reviewed your music but we thought you were cool. One staff member was overheard telling how your hair reminds him of Chie’s.

Introducing the fastest ways to get through college.

PowerMacintosh™ 512/60 Color Display, Apple Standard Keyboard II and mouse
PowerMacintosh™ 760/120 Color Display, Apple Standard Keyboard II and mouse
PowerMacintosh™ 650/120 Color Display, Apple Standard Keyboard II and mouse
PowerMacintosh™ 610/90 Color Display, Apple Standard Keyboard II and mouse

Speed. Power. And more speed. That’s what the new Power Macintosh™ is all about. It’s a Macintosh® with PowerPC™ technology. Which makes it an incredibly fast personal computer. And the possibilities are endless. Because now you’ll have the power you need for high-performance applications like statistical analysis, multimedia, 3-D modeling and much more. So, what are you waiting for? Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information and see for yourself. Now that Power Macintosh is here, college may never be the same.

For pricing and additional information contact the Babson College Computer Store at ext. 5516

©1994 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. AppleTalk and PowerTalk are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. PowerPC is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom.
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